Reinvestment Subcommittee Public Forum Process

- **Before presentations**
  - Who can present
    - Must we have cooperation with an agency (court services or community corrections)
    - Must the presenter be part of an organization
  - How can presenters contact us
  - What needs to be done in advance of a presentation by us
    - Read proposals
    - Talk (or not talk) with each other about ideas
    - Publicize forum
    - Research (or not research) ideas
  - What needs to be done in advance of a presentation by presenter
    - Written proposal
    - Budget
    - Handout
    - Approval
    - Invitation
  - How can we spread the word about public input
- **During presentations**
  - How long is the presentation
  - What will happen during the presentation
    - Questions allowed
    - Discussion by others in the room
- **After presentations**
  - What criteria will we use to judge the presentations
  - What timeframe will we give after hearing a presentation
  - Who will we report to after a presentation
  - How will we inform participants about what will be funded
- **Logistics**
  - Where will we hold these forums
  - How often will we hold these forums